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Chapter 19

.RAINGAUGES, RAINFALL AND SNOWFALL

19.1. The water is amain input for better growth and promisinl yield orapicultural crops, which is provided
in the shape of irrilation through artificial means or throulh rains oCcurrinlnaturally. The ~ope of creation
of irri,ation potential in the State is limited and as such a maJor portion of area sown uDdercrops is depending
upon rainfed conditions. Por studyin, the trend of rains durina each crop season, it is eSlenti,1 to establish
a reliable system oftainfall recordin,.ln the State, the registration ofrainfa~ is underthecont!'91 of Director
of Land· Records. Presently, the daily rainfall data is being· recorded. by Office Kanunlos of Revenue
Department in respect of 36 rainguages installed at Tehsft HeadquarteR of the State, 37 other rainluages
have been installed by Departments; like Public Works, Health andPorest in the State. These Departments
send information of rainfall to the respective Deputy ConuniSlion~rs after every month. It has been lenerally
observed that the rainfall data is not beinl submitted by tJ1ese Departments in time. Th~ respective
Departments shall submit the rainfall returns to the conccnled Deputy Conunillionefll by .5thof each month
positively. These.Departments shall maintaiQ the rainaauaesln proper condition.

The Revenue Department shall endeavour to Install rainaauaes at every Tehsil Headtluarter in a phased
manner where these ralnaauges have not been installed so far.

19.2. The registration ef the rainfall of the Himachal Pr;1des~15 under the control of the Director of l.and
. Records. The duties of controlling officer; as specified in the Meteorolo.ieal Department circular on rainfall.
are:-

(a) The suitable distribution of raingauge stations so that the rainfall of 'the state is properly
represented. .

(b) The choice of suitctblesites for.the gauges.

(c) The issue of raingaug~s and measuring glasses by countersigning indents ~n the Oeputy Director
General of Meteorology (Instrwnents, Inspections and Servi~ing), Pune~5, which willnot,as a
role, supply a rain-gauge unless the indent is countersigned by the Controlling Officer.

(e) The preparation of rainfal1 statement for publication in.the official Gazette ..
. . . .'., .

In cases of doubt as to the desirability of starting new gauges and' changing the sites of old ones, the
Director-General of Observatories should be consulted. In the latter case a site plan showing the distanc~
and bearing of the new site with respect to the old one should be se~t.

19.3. Rain-gauges at the headquarters of a district should be placed 'fn charge of the Statistical Assistant. or
other clerk, as may be convenient in each case. Those at tehsUs should be incharge of the Tehsil Office
Kanungo:

Pattern of Rain· .19.4. Except at canal stations, in respect of which the Irrigation Department\issues its own instmction~ th'"
gauge. rain-gauges in use are of Non-teeording Fibreglass.. .
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Locality of rain-
gauge

19.s. It bas been found that a rain-gauge exposed on a perfectly open space registers less than the true amount
of rain. This arises because the wind foons an eddy over the mouth of the gauge and carries away small drops
that would otherwise ha\'e entered the gauge. Accordingly. a certain amount of pro~tion fromthe wind is
advantageous: at the same time no obstacle should be so near to the gauge as actually to shield it from rain
which may be falling at a considerable angle.

"The distance between the gauge and nearest object should be at least twice the height of that
object."

If this rule is followed the presence of trees and bushes in the neighbourbood of a gauge is rather to be
encouraged than otherwise: but (as frees may be allowed to grow without being effectively lopped) no tree
sh0u.ldbe planted within 27 metres of the gauge.

The gauge should never be situated on the side or top of a hill if a suitable site on level ground can be
found. In the hills, where it is diffICUltto fmd a level space, the'site for the gauge should be chosen where it
is best shielded from high winds, and where the wind {foesnot cause eddies.

If it is impossible to choose a site in coofonnity with the above stipulations a detailed report should be
made to the controlUng officer, and his sanction obtained to erecting the gauge in the abnonnal site proposed.

It it not futftJdect that all the iaui~ now on roofs should be at once removed to JrOW1dsites. Opportw1lties should, however, be laken 8S they arise
fof e«ectinla cbanp for example, when an oft"JCeit removed fonn one buildln, to another, or when a site on 8 roof becomes .unsuitable.



Erection of the
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ProteCUOD of
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M~urement or
the rainfall

19.6. A masonry or concrete foundation for the gauge should be provided, the bestfonn being a cube of
600 mm sides sunk into the ground so that its top is just 50 mm. above the general level of the ground. Into
this foundation the base of the gauge (a, figure 2) is finnly cemented, so that the top of the complete gauge
is exactly 300 mm. above the groUl~dlevel (see figure 3). Great care must be taken wheri setting the gauge
to ensure that the mouth is perfectly level. The horizontality should be checked with a Spirit level laid across
the rim.

r

19.7. It is often desirable to protect the gauge from being damaged by cattle, and for this purpoSe a fence
may be erected around it. This can be made orany suitable material, but it must be of such a size that the top
of the fence is not higher above the mouiliof the gauge than half its distance from the gauge (see paragraph
19.5 above).

. . .

It is also desirable to keep the rain-gauge locked and to bave it painted periodically to prevent its surface
from corroding. The Meteorologicid Department, Pone, can supply rain-gauges with locking arrangement.

19.8. To measure the rainfallthe water in the receiver is poured into the glass measuring cylinder which is
to be placed on a level surface. The eye is then brought into horizontal line with the bottom of the meniscus,
the curved surface of the water, and its reading taken. Each of the graduations on this cy tinder represents 0.2
mm. rainfall and the ob~erver must count the number of the divisions covered by the water. In order to
facilitate this, number are engraved on the glass at 1, 2, 3, 4, ete; divisions. If the water comes up to the third
division above the line marked 2 the rainfall in 2.6nUl1. In writing up the amount recorded the observer has
simply to put the number of milimetres in front of a decimal point, and double the number of division after
it. Thus if he has measured one mm., and three divisions, he writes 1.6 mm. The observer will make no
mistake if he always writes one figure after the decimal point. .

If there is more water in the receiver than the mea~ure-glass will. hold, the glass should be filled nearly
up to the top graduation mark and the reading taken. This water should then be thrown away and the above
process is repeated till all the water collected bas been measured. The total rainfall is the sum of all these
measurements. Thus if the measure-glass holds 20 mm. i.e., and the amounts measured are 19.0, 18,0 and
17.0 mm., the total rainfall is 19.0+18.0+17.0mm. or 54.0mm.
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The rainwater in the gauge should be measured every day at 8.30 A.M. and the raingauge should be
examined every day at thathour even when in the observer's opinion no rain has fallen. During heavy rains
it must be measured three or four times in the day, lest the receiver fIlls and overflows; but the last
measurement should be taken at 8.30 a.m. and the sum total of all the measurenlents during the previous 24
hours entered as the rainfall of the day. .

If it is raining at the time of observation, itis necessary, to complete all operations as quickly as possible
to avoid considerable error.

19.8 (A) When the receiver contairis snow or frozen rain water, the amounts of precipitation can only be
measured by converting the contents into water. To do this a defInite amount of very warm water should be
accurately measured into the measuring glass, and then added to the contents of the receiver, through the



funnel (which may contain a certain amount of snow or frozen water). The quantity of water added should
be sufficient, or a little more than sufficient, to melt all the snow or iCe. the exact measurement of the snow
or ice in the receiver is thus obtained by subtracting the amount of warm water added from the total amount
measured, i.e., the total contents of the receiver, after all the snow or ice has been melted by the addition of
a known quantity of warm water.

The depth of the snow ~tennined by plunging vertically a pole or rod graduated in meteric units, into
the snow wbere it lies evenly on fairly land ground should also be noted. To convert depth of snow into
centimetres of rainfall, 10 Cms of snow may be taken as rough equivalent to 1 Cm of rain. A number of
measurements must be taken and mean depth of snow recorded.

Method for 19.9. "When the precipitation is only in the form of snow, the following lliethod for measurement of snowfall
measurement of .should be adopted:
snowfall only

Breakage of the
measure-glass

A square platform of the size of 2 X 2 metres may be made of cement at the ground level in a place
where there is least drifting due to wind. A scale may be permanently fixed at the centre of the platfoml. The
scale will be graduated wooden pole of 50 rom square and 4 metre height, projecting 3 metresabov~ the
level of the platform with 1 metre grouted below it The graduations should be in metric units and painted
on the fouTsides of the pole. Another scale in the form of a wooden stick of 25 mill square and of\ suitable
length having metric graduation may be also provided to the station. The observer, while taking obsefvation,
will first read the scale at the centre for the depth upto which it is submerge in snow. He will then read with
the help of the other scale the depth of snowfall at four come{s of the platform. The mean of five readings
may be taken as the amount of the snowfall. .

At the end of each observation, the observer should clear the platform of the snow so that the next
snowfall measurement is not vitiated by the snow accumulation which has already been measured.

The mean depth of snowfall in millimetres divided by ten gives the equivalent rainfall in millimetres
and tenths.

For infomlation about the snowgauge and more detailed instmctions regarding measurement of
snowfall, the Deputy Director General of Meteorology (Instruments, Inspection & Servicing), Indim
Meteorological Department, Poona-5 may be consulted."

19.10. It is desirable that every raingauge station should be supplied by the local authority witlI dn extra
measure-glass. When the measure-glass in regular use is broken, the spare llk.3sure glass should be at once
brought into use, and another measure-glass should be at the same time indented for in th~ mauner prescribed
in paragraph 19.11 below.

If it should happen that ilie measure~gla~s at any station, not provided with a spare one, should be broken,
the following arrangements should be made for the measurement of the rainfall during the interval between

•.the breakage of the measuring-glass and the arrival of a new measure-glass. An ordinary cc. measure-glass
should be temporarily used to measure the rainfall (the measurement being recorded in the monthly return
in fluid cc.) until the broken measure-glass is replaced. In such a case care must be taken to strike out the
printed word "millimetres" and to substitute "cc.", which must be clearly and boldly written. In the event of
the measure-glass being broken and a cc. measure-glass not being procurable, the rainfall collected on each
day must be stored up in a separate bottle and kept corked. Each bottle containing the rainfall for each
particular day should be labelled, and on receipt of a new measure-glass the rainfall can be measured and
entered ·as usual. .



Supply of rain-
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19.11. All rain gauges and measure-glasses, etc., required at rain-gauge stations in India are supplied by I

Deputy Director General of Meteorology (Instruments, Inspection & Servicing), Poone-5, the responsibility
for their accuracy rests, however, with the Meteorological Department, who test them before they are issued.
Price list of rain-gauges etc., mles and regulations and indent forms are obtainable from the same office.

Whenever a rain-gauge or measure-glass is required at any station, an indent form A should be obtained
from the controlling officer, and after being filled in should be returned to him for conntersignature. The
indent wiII be forwarded by the controllillg officer to Deputy Director ibid., who wiII on its receipt send the
rain-gauge or measure-glass, etc., direct to the station requiring it, and will recover the cost from the local
authority signing the indent unless otherwise directed. The form of indent and the instructions for its
preparation are printed as Appendix A.

19.12. All expenditure in connection with the erection, repairs.and removal of rain gauges under the control
of Deputy Commissioners should be debited to the head "2029 Land Revenue-l03 Land Records. Distt.
Charges-Qffice Expenses",

19.13. It is of great importance that rain-gauges should be in~pected as the observers often allow large
changes to take place in the exposure of a gauge without being aware that action is necessary.

(b) whether the observer can make the rainfall measurements correctly and enter them properly in
the rainfall records; I

In order to determine whether the instmment is suitably placed and in thoroughly good order he should
ascertain~

(l) whether there are any trees growing up or houses being built which are likely to affect the
exposure;

(3) whether the rim, when pressed home, is level. As all gauges are made level when first erected it
• will not be necessary for the Inspector to use spirit level. he will only need to see that no obvious

displacement of the gauges has taken place;

(4) whether the rim or mouth of the funnel is circular. All gau!!es are accurately measured before
'beillgissued, and unless the rim is obviously damaged or out of shape, it is not necessary to .
measlire the diamcires. '

In order to ascertain whether the observer can measure the r"dinfallaccurately and make entries correctly,
the glass receiver should be partially' filled two or three times with different ,quantities of water, and the
observer required to measure them and write down the entries. If he can do this correctly. nothing further is '
necessary; if not, the inspecting officer ShOllldteach him fully.



The Inspector should also see that the rainfall book prescribed in paragraph 19.16 is in good condition
and the entries in it carefully and neatly made: He should also verify that the rainfall observer knows how
to make entries in the various rainfall returns.

19.14. Applications in duplicate accompanied by site plan by District Officers for sanction to establish a
new rain-gauge or transfer or abolish an existing one, should be submitted to the Director of Land Records.
They should be accompanied by a map of the district showing the rain-gauge stations and ~hould gi ve detailed
reasons for the proposals made. Before sanctioning a new gauge, the Director of Land Records should obtain
the assent of the Director, Regional Meteorological Centre Observatory, Lodhi Road, New Delhi.

ObseM'atories
under the direct
control of the
government of
India.

19.15. Appended is a list of meteorological observatories which are under the direct control of the
Meteorological Department of the Government of India. If any rain-gauge or measure-glass at one of these
observatories is found to be defective by an inspecting officer, he should not order it to be replaced, but
should report the matter to the Meteorological Department of the Goveriunent of In dia.

Register of
RainfaU

.. . .
19.16. At each rainfall station there should be kept, in the fOIlll given below, a strongly bound book, fOr the
due care of wbichthe rainfall observer should beheld ~sponsible:·

\ .

Meteorological Register kept in the office of the of for the month of
___ 19.

Rainfall 24 hour Preceding
8.30 A.M.

Date Day of week Milimetres Remarks
.

1 2 3 4



The record of the rainfall at that stati~n frointheCQnnDencemel1t or'o~servations or in continuation of
it should be kept in this "Rainfall Book", and the entries in it should be made as neatly as possible, and every
,care. should betakeoJor its preseryation.

H~d,quarters ,1~.17.At th~~~quarters 9i a distric,h'the Statistica!Assistant will"~pa register in the Conn given ,below,
register of rain- in wl1ich h~ will.enter daiJ)' (a) all rainfa~ observ~by hiJnse,lht .the rain-gauge in his charge, if any, and
fall . (b) alltaiofaU ret;orded at PUtstations. The rajnf3U recorded at theolJ~tations will be reported, on each day

on which rainfalls, to hiniby postcard. It is necessary for the Statistical Assistant to keep up the register
prescribed in paragrn,pb 1~:~6. '

DISTRICT

REGISTER OF RAINFALL FOR THE MONTH OF _

(N.B.-Enter rainfall in millimetres, ~sing english numerals.)

RAIN-GAUGE STATIONS IN THE DISTRICT

Date

1

2

3
.4

5

6

7

8

9

10<

11

12

13

14

15

16
17

18

19

20

21

22



Date'

23

24
25

26
27

28
29
30

31

Monthly return 19.18. A monthly statement of rainfall should ,beprepared by the Deputy Commissioner in duplicate in the
form printed as Appendix B and despatched not later than the 5th of the following month-one copy, to the
Financial commissioner and one copy to the Director of Land Records. The Statistical Assistants register
prescribed in paragraph 19.17 will supply all the information that may at any time be required. The remarks
recorded by the Deputy Commissioner in the monthly statement should be copied in the register.

Submission of
rainfall returns
during natural
calamities

Inspection of
Rain-gauges

If more than one rain-gauge is kept up at any station, the entries in the register should show only the
data of one gauge. '

.. (1) The extent and effect of rainfall, if any, during the month, and the proportion of sowings made,
, i.e., whether 1/2, 3/4 or 5/6 etc., of the expected sowings.

(2) The state of the standing c;:ropsall over the district.

(3) The probable outturn-average, good or bad; and, in months when crops are being harvested, the
estimated outtum of each important crop in detail for leading classes of soil.

(4) The condition of the healthy. stock with reference to the amouilt and description of fodder and
grazing available. Cattle disease, only so far as it affects agricultural operations.

(6) The supply in canals, the sufficiency or deficiency of floods from rivers or torrents, and whether
the normal area under each class has been irrigated.

19.19. At the time of occurrence of natural calanlities like excessive rains, hailstornl and drought. the Deputy
Commissioners shall submit the rainfall returns through special messenger or through any other speedy media
of communication at once to the Director of Land Records and to the Financial Comnlissioner (Re".)

19.20. Deputy Commissioners will arrange to have each rain-gauge inspected twice a year by an officer of
rank not below that of S.D.a. (Civil). The points to which attention should be directed are indicated below.
If any serious defect· i,s found, it should be reported to the Director of Land Records. Defects should be
remedied at once under the Deputy Commissioner's orders. The practice of reporting the results of inspection
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by"postcard to the Meteorological Department to the Go~emment of India, and to the Director of Land
,Records will be discontinued.

(I) Is exposure of rainaauae 'Oad? Distance between ,auge and neighbourin, object should be at .
least 1wlce the height of that object. '

(2) Are any trees gr~ing up or houses bein. built which are likely to affect the exposure?

(3) Israln.au.efinnly fixed in .round? How is it fixed?

(4) Is mouth of funnel 300 nun. above ordinary level of ground?

(-') Is mouth of funnel approximately level?
I . •

(6) Is rim o~funnel cl.rcular, or does it appear to be indented or distorted?

(7)' Are measuring-alass and receiver clean?

(8) Tell observer to see If he can measure comedy,

(9) Has rainfall been accurately measured at the fixed hour, I.e., 8.30 am., since last inspection?

19.21. The Deput)' Commissioners will submit to the Director of Land Records on the 20th April for the
precedtngfln8ncial year. a very brief report on the working of the rain registration system. The Director will
then compile and submit the State report to tIle Deputy Director"General of Observatories, Poona, by the
15th May.

19.22. Printed foons of the monthly .Rainfall Return and of the district register can be obtained, on indent'
from Director of Land Records, H.P.

19.23.All the Deputy Commissioners are required to submit reports on snowfall for the'months January to
May in each year to the Meteorological Reporter to the Govemmentof India direct, a copy being sent
simultalleously to the Director of Land Records. A special report should also be sent, if possible, about the
middle or end ofJuly. '

19.24. The follOWing are the chief points in connection with snowfall on which information is greatly
required,. . " .

(l) Information of the actual occurrence of snowfall in any portion of the mountain area of Northen}
India and Central Asia. In connection with this it would be desirable tO'give as complete data as possible on
the following points:- ' " .

(a) The period ,(i.e.• day or days) of the occurrence of the snowfall.

(c) The depth of the snowfall,more especially in pa'sses which are generally accessible: and where
its depth can hence be 'approximately~scertained,bymaking enquiries from the hillmen, etc .•



who use the passes.

Cd) Infonnation as a to whether the reported sl,lowfall was probably local in character, or was seneral
.. and'due toa:period of stonny weather over the whole resion for which the report is drawn up..' . ,

, , • , • I( , .

... (2) Infonnation .res~ns the snow aCC1U11ulationdUring the wintcJ:. i.e., ~f an unusually large or small
, depth ()f snow ip the mountai~ area, due to the prevalence throughout the winter of frequent snowfalls or of

abnonnally,dry weather:This, perhaps,'tnight be best judged by ascertainins where possible, by any available,
, ,way, the depth ofsnow on the higher well~known passes in the area for which the snowfal~ reports are ~iven.

(3) Infonnatton: on any ,special features of ,the weather such as abnormal and prolonsed hot or' cold
, periods unusual dr)'nes~ or dampness of the al,r, late or earl)' sowing of the crops, etc., aU sucb data in fact

as would illustrate theaeneral character of the, winter and'sprins, more e\pecially as 4epcndtng upon tbe
am~unt of the snowfall in adjacent rDQUntaiqdistricts. .

(4) Any comparison of the actual snoWfall and accumulation of snowfall of the season with those features
of previous years, sO far as ,cap be gathered from the. statements of inhabitants of the district. . I

19.2$·.~eMeteo~hjgk:al'.Departme!1tw.iII be ready to Send'meteorologicallnstnlments, more eSl'cciall)'
thermometers, windvancs'ltnd rai!l'9r snow~sauges to officers recording or forwarding snow-faU infonnation
whp may,w'tsh to.make a more accurate rec;ord of the weather and rain or snowfall than is 1)()!Isibleby mere
esttmate,and 'wHl ~ glad to suppi)' tonn~ if required alid to give any advice or assistance in its l)()wcr In
connection with such observations ..

FaU ofsnow to 19.26. All snowfalls should be included in the raihfall returns on the basis of the calculation given in
be included in paragraph 19.8 (A). ' ,
Rainfall returns.

HailstOrm
reports.

19.27.l'he instructions contained in Rainfall Registration (Revised Edition) issued by hidian Meteorologi •
. cal Department regarding submission ofrepo~s on~a~lstonns reproduced below. may be followed ..

From 19:35, the India Meteorological Department has been receiving information on hail stomlS thrOligh,
the co-operati()n ofthe Rainfall Registration authorities in different States. For rl;ady reference, the procedure
laid down for hail stonn reports !>yRain Recording offic~als at State rain-gauges stations is indicated below.

Hail is precipitation of frozen water in the form of spherical masses or irregular lump of ice. They are
partly transparent, and usually occur in association with violent thunderst()rms. Hailstones have an avenlge
diameter of 5 to 50mmor more, and may cause damag\o to livestock, crops andstnlctures.

When a.hailstorm occurS at a Stille raingauge station. the rain recording official is re<]uested to send a
report·ofthe hail storm. soon after its occurrence, lothe Regional Meteorological Ceilire or Meteorological
Centre at the State capital according to standing instructions. The addresses of these Centres are indicated
below:



I

(6) The Meteorologist-in-charge. Meteorological Centre. Hyderabad Airport. Hyderabad-I9.

(7) The Meteorologist-in-eh~ge. Meteorogical Centre. Civil Aerodrome. Amause Airport. Luck-
now.

(9) The Meteorologist-in-eharge. Meteorological Centre. Meteorological Department. Trivandmm-
l. )

(10) The "Meteorologist-in-charge. MeteoroiogicaiCelltre. MeteorologicalOffice. Civil Aerodrome.
Ahmedabad-I2.

(12) The Meteorologist-in-eliarge. Meteorological Centre. House No.1. Bhagat Barzalla. Srinagar-5.
(Jammu & Kasbmir).

(3) The Meteorologist-in-charge,Meteorological Centre, Civil Aerodrome. Office, Gauhati, Assam.

(14) .The Meteorologist-in-eharge, Meteorological Centre; Civ~~lAe.rQdrome,Bhubaneshwar (Orissa).

(15) .The Meteorologist.~n-el¥rge,Iv1eteorol~gical Centre, Civil AerodrOme' Patna. (Bihar)

Blank post card fonns for the supply ofthe report are distributed by the respeCtive Regional Meteorologi-
cal Centre to the State Rainfall R:egistration authorities in their region. The cards <;Iulyfilled in are to be sent
to the Regional Meteorological Cen1relMeteoroiogical Centre concerned "service bearing". A specimen card
with sample entries of a hail stontl is given below.

HAlL stORM REPORT
StatioD District State _

Date (day, Area affected Hour of Duration Direction ApprQX. size of Character of Estimate of
IllOnth.year) bystonn occurrence ofstOntl fromwtllch weight of strom damage caused

it came I est stone b stonn

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

25-5-60 About 50. sq. I6IOI.S.T. About 10 South-west About one cm Ordinary not A little damage
~. minutes in diameter violent to onion and

tomatocro s

Signature _
Rain Recording Officer



FROM A
Proforma for Indenting FRP Raingaoges from Meteorological Department, Poona.

Name of the State:
Name of the Office

Name and designation of the Indenting Officer
with complete address.

Sr. No. Description Requtrements Total cost of Details of Complete Special Remarks
of article present advance address with instroetions,
required Total So far Present requirement payment i.e. nearest if any

FRP/measure requirements received additional or Notice Railway
glasses (with requirement Station

reference of where the
letter) articles to be

despatched

1 2
.

3 4 5 6 7 g , 10

Place:
Dated:

Signature and designation
of the Indenting Officer.

APPENDIXA .
ON INDENTING FOR RAINGAUGES

(a) The Deputy Director General of Meteorology, (Instruments Inspection & Servicing), Pone-5,
supplies the FR.Pnon-recording raingagues. The raingauges either bearing ISI certification mark or approved
by IMD should only be indented. The raingauge (non-recording) consists of four parts. These are shown in
figure 2.

1. Base;
2. Collector (Funnel);

3. Bottle (Receiver);
4. Additional Cylinder.

The last one is to be used only with 1()()nun and 2()()nun capacity rain gauges where there is a risk of
overtlow from the bottle.

(b) While indenting raingauges or its accessories, care should he 1.1"l:nto specify clearly the exact
requirements so as to avoid unnecessary correspondence and consequent delay. It must be clearly stated
whether a complete gauge or only a part is required. In the later case. the correct name as given in para (a)
above must be used. Official letter with or without printed letter heads need only be used for placing an
indent. The cost of gauges and measuring glasses shall be payable in advance by a demand draft in favour
of Assistant Meteorologist (Administration) Office of the Deputy Director General of Meteorology (Instru-
ments Inspection & Servicing), Meteorological Office, Pone-5

The following points inay be noted while placing the IIllknt. on the Deputy Director of General of
Meteorology (Instruments, Inspection & Servicing), Pone-5.

(i) Full details of how and where the gauge is to be despatched must be given. Great care should be
taken so that the name of the station is clearly written to pre\ l:1l1dl'<;patch to another station with
similar name. .



When instruments are to be sent by post, the name of the post office as well as the District in
wbichiHs sittJIted should be given:and When by railway, the nearest railway station should be
distinctly stated. In the later case the name of the Post Office and District should also be given
for correspondence.

(Hi) Every indent must be signed by the Indenting Officer with his official designation placed under
his signature and then forwarded to the Deputy Director General of Meteorology (Instruments,
Inspection & Servicing), Pone-5.

The following raingauges of different capacities and other accessories can be indented and are generally
held in stoekexcept where specified. The current prjces may be ascertained from the Deputy Director General
of Meteorology (Instruments Inspection and Servicing) Meteorological Office Pone-5.

Collector Base Bottle Nominal measuring
capacity

200cm2 Small 2 Litre 100 mm rainfall

200cm2 4 litre 200 mm rainfall

lOOcm2 4 Litre 400 mm rainfall

lOOcm2 Large 10 Litre 1000 mm rainfall

Description

100 cm2 raingauge
200 cm2 raingauge

20mm
20mm

The base and the collector are locked together by a set of two locking rings fixed finnly to the two parts.
Besides, a hasp and staple is provided to pennanently lock the raingauge with a pad-lock.



APPENDlXB

Monthly Rainfall Return ofthe, -- District ,for the month of 19.

Paragraph 19.18 of Chapter 19.

Rain Gauge .Station in the District Remarks

1. The extent and effect of rainfall,·
and the progress in sowing

2. The condition of the crops.
3. The expected yield.-At harvest

time, note the estimated outtum
of each important crop in'detail
for leading classes of soit

4. The condition of cattle, the
Dale amount and description of

fodder and grazing avbailable.
S. The stale of the public health.
6. The working of the canal and

the sufficiency and
seasonableness of river in

7. condition, or of floods from bin
lOI1'ents. <

General matters.

1 .

2
3
4
5
6
7
8 ,

<
"

9

10
, ,

11
12 ;

13
'\:

14 '
15
16
17
18
19
20



21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28

29
30

31

Total
Number of rainy days
*Nonnal number of
rainy days.
Total rainfall for the
month.
*Nonnal rainfall for
the month.
Heaviest rainfall
durin month.

(2) The names of stations should be written in the same order as these are published in th~ local Gazette.

(3) The entries opposite marginal Headings mlll'ked* wi11be made from the data. supplied by the offICe of the Director of Land Records, H.P.

(4) A day with 2.5 millimetres (or 10 cents.) ormQR should be counted as a rainy day.

(5) The figures shOuld be in the international fonn of Indian numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.) and should be written up legibly in ink.

(6) (a) If the rainfall observations are not taken on any day for any reason, the fact should be cleanly indicated by the symbol 'X' in the appropriate
cohunns (date and month) of the statement
(b) The word 'Nil' should be written up only when the rainfall recorded is Nil, i.e" when there is no rainfall on any day.

(7) ne statement should reach the office of the DiI'ectorofLand Records, H,P., not later than the 5th of the month following that to which it relates.




